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THE ELECTRICAL WORLD. 
than was thought to be known, A table published many 
years ago embodying the results of experiments with strik- 
ing distances made with a high potential battery was for 
4 long time used as a sort of standard and was considered 
by many to show a relinble law. We now find out, how- 
ever, that the law, if there is any universal law at all, is 
quite different from what it was supposed to be, The in- 
Structive experiments degeribed by Mr. Skinner, of the 
Westinghouse company, in another column, accompanied 
by some very interesting cuts, are of the kind which will 
Rae lead to a clearer understanding of this interesting 

eld. 

EBfficienoy of the Lauf- WE are glad to be able to announce that 
fen Frankfort Plant, some of the results of the official test of 
the Lauffen-Frankfort transmission of power plant have 
at last been made public, although the details, we regret 
tosay, are still wanting. It appears from this report that 
the efficiency, measured from the turbine shaft at Lauffen 
to the secondary terminals of the transformers in Frank- 
fort, was, in round numbers, 75 per cent, ‘The loss of 2° 
Per cent, was distributed about as follows : Eight per cent. 
in the dynamos, 11 per cent. in the line, and three to four per 
cent. in each of the transformers. It will be noticed from 
this that the figures of the efliciency, which we published 
Some months ago, received from private sources, were 80 
near to the correct results that the present reports merely 
corfirm them definitely, but add nothing new. There is 
still a {question of how the efficiency will fall for smaller 
loads, in which case the charging of the line becomes a 
more important matter, In large plants, however, it is 
the efficiency at full load which is of importance, and not 
that at small loads. An efficiency of 75 per cent. is cer- 
tainly excellent for a transmission of over 100 miles through 
wires which, to all appearances, are not larger than the 
usual telegraph wires, 

Qualifiontion of IN another column a contributor ap- 
Paraday's Law. pears to question the validity of Fara- 

day’s law regarding the equivalents between a current and 
the metal deposited by the current. It ought to be under- 
stood, however, that it is really not Faraday’s law which is 
in question as much as the way in which it is often stated 
by others. Itis well known, for instance, that the amount 
of copper deposited per ampére per second may be double 
as much in one solution as in another, depending on the 
chemical combination in which the copper is held in that 
solution. This fact is well known and is stated in text 
books, which are clear and complete, It would appear, 
therefore, that, rather than to shake the foundation of our 
knowledge of electricity by questioning the ‘of one 

stated more clearly so as to cover all cases. The language 

en used in giving this law in books may not be suffi- 
cient; t, but the law itself when properly understood 
we 

ri! 

= of the fundamental laws, this law should be qualified or 
. 
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ee stood unquestioned so long if it were not. 
¢o) 4 e is another law which should not be for- 
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belonging ter @ great variety of powers besides th 

stric y toa manufacturing corporation, and 

I stock. The company claimed 
that its sole business was the manufacture of electrical 
apparatus, Regarding this point Jt 
that the company, notwithstanding the 

ferred by its charter, was nevertheless org: 

4 therefore 
taxed upon its whole capi 

sively for manufacturing purposes, whieh decision 
seems to be eminently just. The company has other 
powers than those of manufacturing conferred by its ehar- 

ter, but it does not use them. The question also 

came up as to the right to be taxed for stock invested in 

patents, A la art of the eapital stock of that company 
is invested in this manner, and it elairas that this cannot 
lawfully be taxed by the State in any event. The eourt 
sustained the contention of the company’s counsel, and held 

that the right to tax patent ri 3 not exist in the 

State, ** as astax upon the right we think it eannot 
possibl¥ be supported, because it restricts and inte 
with a right granted by Congress in the exercise of the 

power committed to the government of the United States 
hy the Federal Constitution, The tax is not on 

the from the dignity. but subversive of the powers 
mount sovereignty. ernment and repugnant to its 1 

The court expres: ates. however, that the opinion is 
stricted to the intangible rights ting in the patents, and 

dloes not extend to tangible articles manufactured und 

patent rights. The decision in each of the cases was en- 

tirely in favor of the Company. 

Tes'a'sLondon AT last the much talked of lecture of Mr. 
Lecture, Tesla, held in London in February, has 

reached this side. In order to give Americans the benefit 
of it, we print it in full in this issue. It forais a very inter- 

esting addition to his first’ paper, read in New York a year 
ago, and also printed in full in THe ELEcTRICAL WoRLD, 

July 11, 1891. To comment on it here would be quite im- 
possible for any one who has not himself worked in this 

new and strange field which Mr. Tesla was unquestionably 

the first to enter and is at present still the sole explorer. 
We can only read withsilent admiration the descriptions of 
his very interesting experiments and of his strange, dream- 
like prophecies of the future which his researches lead him 
to predict and which, coming from any one less distin- 
guished, would doubtless be laughed at as wild specula- 
tions. One cannot help admiring his courage, modesty, 
clear-sightedness and persistency in working as he does in 
this strange field, in which it seems as though the ob- 
stacles were almost insurmountable. The fact that these 
currents defy the resistance of almost all our known meth- 
ods of insulation would in itself seem sufficient to 
discourage most experimenters. Being sure of the 
correctness of one of his chief objects, namely, 
that there must be some way of artificially producing cheap 
and economic light by methods radically different from the 
present, he proceeded first to find it, then to overcome the 
difficulties encountered and to make it practical. In gen- 

one, rather than a re 
vledge of the for 

‘not essential. 

intended more particularly 
_them; other portions, to some of the 
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ing predictions which 
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ghout his whole | 
to forget Tesla, in 
esting nature of this 
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Experiments with Alternate Currents of High Poten- 

tial and High Frequency.* 

BY KOLA TESLA. 

electricians, of the country 
greatest. in scientific achiewe- 
ments, 

The results which I have the 
honor to present beforesuch a 
gathering I cannot call my 
own, There are among you 
not a few who ean lay better 
claim than myselfon any fea- 
ture of merit which this work 
may contain. Tneed not men- 
fion many names which are 
world-known—names of those 
among you whoare recognized 
as the | in this enchant- 
ing seience; but one, at least, I 
must mention—a name which 
could not be omittedin adem 

onstration of this kind. It is a name associ: i 
most beautiful invention ever made: it is Cr 
When Iwas at college, a good time ago, Tr 

translation (for then I was not familiar with your magniti- 
cent language), the description of his experiments on radiant 

NIKOLA TESLA. 

matter. I readit only once in my life—that time—yetovery 
detail about that charming work I can remember this day 
Few are the books, let me say, which can make such an 
impression upon the mind of a student. 

But if, on the present oceasion, | mention this name as 
one of many your institution can boast of, it is because | 
have more than one reason to do so. 
tell you and to show 
measure, that same Vv 

i For what I have to 
‘ou this evening concerns, im a larg 
gue world which Professor Crookes 

has so ably e and, more than this, when I trace 
back the men which led me to these adyances— 
which even by myself cannot be considered trifling, si 
they are so appreciated by you—I believe that their 
origin, that which started me to work in this direction 
brought me to them, 
was that fascinating little book which I 
ago. 

And now that I have made a feeble effort to express my 
homage and acknowledge my indebtedness to him-and 
others among you, I will make a second effort. which T 
hope. you will not find so feeble as the first, to entertain 
you. 

r vod 
fter along period of constant thought 

TS read many yes 

American Institute of Electrical Engineerst some r 
then arrived at by me in a novel line of work. I nee: 
assure you that the many evidences which I have r 
that English scientific men and engineers were interested 
in this work have been for me a great reward and encour- 
agement. I will not dwell upon the experiments already 
described, except with the view of completing, or more 
clearly expressing. some ideas advanced by me before, and 
also with the view of rendering the study here presented 
self-contained, and my remarks on the subject of this even- 
ing’s lecture consistent. 
SM igi investigation, then, it goes without, 
‘alternating currents, and, to be more 
ating currents of high potential and Ingh fre 
how much a very high frequency is essential for the pro- 

ing, deals with 
ise, with alter- 

uency. Just 

with m: experience. would embarrass me to an- 
swer. Ronetan Peer dedtnienta may be performed with 
low frequencies; but very high frequencies are desirable, 
not only on aeeount of the many effects secured by their 
use, but also as a convenient means of obtaining, in the in- 

duction tus employed, the high potentials, which in 

their necessary to the demonstration of most of 
nts here contemplated. i a 
us branches of electrical investigation, per- 
i and immediately the most promis- 

alternating currents. The progress 
d science has been so great in recent 

e most sanguine hopes. Hardly 
with one fact, when novel ex- 

nues of research are 
ies not dreamed of be- 

partly realized, As 
motion, so it seems 
ting currents 

of science is b 
the interest wh 
We wind a sim 

he connections to th 
light we note the effect 
to play, which allow uw nergy at will. e 
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partially exhausted. I take hold of it; I bring my body in contact with a wire conveying alternating currents of high 
porcntalt and the tube in my hand is brilliantly lighted, 
In whatever position Iw ever I may move it in space, as far as I car its soft, pleasing light per- 
sists with undiminished brightness. 

_ Here is an exhausted bulb suspended from a single wire. 
Standing on an insulated support, I grasp it, and a plati- num button mounted in it is brought te vivid incandes- 

attached to a leadin: 
as I touch its metallic 
colors of phosphorescent light. 

Here still another, which by my fingers’ touch casts a 
shadow—the Crookes shadow, of the stem inside of ite 

Here, again, insulated as I stand on this platform, T bring 
my body in contact with one of the terminals of the see- 
onda of this induction coil—with the end of a wire many 
miles long—and you see streams of light break forth from 
its distant end, which is set in violent vibration. 

Here, once more, T attach these two plates of wire gauze 
to the terminals of the coil, set them a distance apart, and 
T set the coil to work. You may see a small spark pass be- 
tween the plates, insert a thick plate of one of the b 
dielectrics between them, and instead of rendering alto- 
gether impossible, as we are used to expect, Laid the pas- 
sage of the discharge, which, as insert the plate, merely 
changes in appearance and assumes the form of luminous 
streams, 

Is there, Task, can there be, a more interesting study 
than that of alternating currents? 

In all these investigations, in all these experiments, 
which are so yery, very interesting, for many years 
past—ever since ‘the greatest experimenter who lee- 
tured in this hall discovered its principle—we have had 
asteady companion, an appliance familiar to every one, a 
plaything once, a thing a momentous importance now— 
the induetion coil. There is no dearer appliance to the 
electrician. From the ablest among you, I dare say. down 
to the inexperienced student, to your lecturer, we all have 
passed many delightful hours in experimenting with the 
Induction coil. We have watched its play, and thought 
and pondered over the beautiful phenomena which it dis- 
closed to our rayished eyes. So well known is this appa- 
ratus, so familiar are these phenomena to every one, that 
my courage nearly fails me when I think that I have ven- 
tured to address so able an audience, that [have ventured 
to entertain you with that same old subject. Here in real- 
ity is the same apparatus, and here are the same phenom- 
ena, only the apparatus is operated somewhat differently, 
the phenomena are presented in a different aspect. Some 
of the results we find as expected, others surprise us, but 

wire, is another bulb, which, 
is filled with magnificent 

Fic, 1 pus 
QUEN' OF 

all capti 
each novi 
parture, each 
velenaaa 

sually in operat 
Vibration of mod : an in 

pated result, yet the 
surprise and interest: 

the terminals of the secondary. 
»w compare this phenomenon 

which you have just witnessed with 
the discharge of a Holtz or Wims- 
hurst machine—that other interesting 
sp pliance so dear to the experimenter, 
Phat a difference there is between 

these phenomena! And yet, had 1 
made the necessary arrangements— 
which could have been made easily, 
were it not that they would interfere 
with other experiments—I could have 
roduced with this coil sparks which, 
ad I the coil hidden from your view 

and only two knobs exposed, even 
the keenest observer among you would 
find it difficult, if not impossible, to 
distinguish from those of an influence 
or friction machine. This may be 
done in many ways—for instance, | 
operating the induction coil whic! 
charges the condenser from an alter- 

_nating-current machine of very low 
frequency, and preferably adjusting 
the discharge circuit so that there 
‘are no oscillations set init, We 
then obtain in the secondary circuit, 
if the knobs are of the required size 
and properly set, a more or less rapid 
succession of sparks of great intensity 
and small quantity. which: the: 
same brilliancy, and are accompanied 
by the same sharp crackling sound, ? 
as those obtained from a friction or py | 

influence machine. + . 

ae 

occurring at com 
with the means 

if a Holtz mach 
: terminals | 

produced in the primary. 
g number o pumb 
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ruptive discharge of a condenser, The power of the vey of about 122.7 with the pra nating cur- PN the currents forming the arc are small. indicate 
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tion of matorial Ur-pint jars joined in series may lx 
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Produced ch a coil Lhave here sele ly t 
which ay oO por some features of ne 

conclusions of interest, One will not find it at 
to produce in the Isboratory, means me of i 

enomena which appeal to thle epeniie 
> shown, but present_no particular feature <4 ae) 

i ters describe the display of sparks pro- 
i e induction coil upon an insulat- 

ing plate separatin, xminals. Quite recently Siemens 

performed some experiments in which fine effects were ob- 

tained; which were seen by many with interest. No doubt 
lary if operated with currents of low frequen- 
cies, are ¢ fe of producing beautiful effects. But the 

largest coil ever made could not, by far, equal the magnifi- 

cent displ 5 ined from such a 
justed. To gis 

cover easily a 
ith the streams. 
totake a very 

of it anar- 
the uther 

with 
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small sphere s, sealed to it, so that Jy thd hs 

ent compartments are formed, ns indicaty mete I. 

When the bulb is in_use, the neek 7 is proy ib at if 

foil coating, which i connected to the ps in. 
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y rarelied py ily a 

From there the @urent 
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id. A permanent magnetic field seems to show that in alternat- T have ed in Fins. ing currents uf very hich frequency the positive and neca. tive impulses are not equal, but that onc always preponder- lamp globe ates over the other. 
Pthe OF course, this rotation in one direction may be due to re #. This the action of two elements of the same current upon each the centre other, or to the action of the field produced by one of the 

elements upon the other. asin a series motor, without nec~ 
t, 

lube, but i) essarily one impulse being stronger than the oth: the 
t fact that the brush turns, as far i Teould obgenwe, in pie tonducting ition, would speak for this view. In such case it w ‘ould rthe pur. urn at any point of the earth’s surface, But, on the ot her 

the gen- hand, it is then hard to explain why a permanent magnet 
should reverse the rotation, and one must assume the pre- 
ponderance of impulses of one kind. 
As to the causes of the formation of the brush or stream T think it is due to the electrostatic action of the lobe and 

the dissymmetry of the parts, If thesmall bulb s and the 

order ty 
lich might 
of a lamp, 
ube bang 
independ. lobe L were perfect concentric spher id the g' (drawing. throughout of the same thickness and-quality. 7 think i Frith a tine brush would not form, as the tendency to pass would be Cand acts on all sides. ‘That the formation of the stream is due a , con- to. an irregularity is apparent from the fact that it has the © current tendency to remain m one ition, and rotations to act by most generally only when it is brought ont of ae a by electrostatic or magnetic influence, When in an ex- the hole tremely sensitive state itrests in one position, most curisne ery thin, experiments may be performed with it. For instance, the pliced experimenter may, by selecting a proper positi we the hand at a certain considera Teicha ries io the Ease stages, of he may cause the brush to pass off by merely stiffening the 4 musclesof the arm, When it begins to rotate slowl al the hands are held at a proper di: it is i a make even the i 

A metal plate c 
ects it ata gre 

one turn a second. ‘ Tam firmly conyin l that such a brush, when we learn how to produce it ly, will prove a valuable aid in the investigation of the nature of the forces acting in an elec- trostatic or magnetic field Tf there any motion which As Se going fe the space, such a brash ought to is, 50 peak, a i ictionles devoid Bercecnt 8 m of Tigh frictionless, 

think that it may find practical applications in tele, by. With such a brush it would or possible to ad lispatches across the Atlantic, for instance, with any specd, since its Sensitiveness may beso great that, the stig test changes will affect it. If it were possible to make the 
im more inte ae very narrow, its deflections could 

down the rotation 

ed to find whether there is a rotation 
or whether there is simply a stress 
ebulb. For this purpose I mounted 

its vanes were in the path of the 
was rotating the fan would be 
duce no distinct rotation of the 
eriment repeatedly; but as the 

nce on the stream, and the 
as. in this case, never quite 
ib appear to be conclusive. 

ie phenomenon with the 
2 every other of th 

it—many, in fac 
ym an alter! 

by im rp 
in which case ~ 
nfluence. “ 

induction coil 
with astonishm 

tance of the relation 
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This Cations observation was mad cor tly by Prof r Crookes"and myself. attribute the result tot} duc tivity of the air, the moleen| mac hich, then hea Act as in adent carriers of electric charges. but act al together asia single conductine bdo. nich “cee of course, if there is any Tepulsion at all of the mol fromthe vanes, itmust be very small Lis possible, how ever, that theresnlt isin part due to the fact Breater pare or thesdischarge passes from the leading-in Wire through ché highly conducting va Mstead of pa ing off trom the condueting vane ‘ In trying the preceding experiment with the electri radiometerthe potential should not ¢ xceed a certain limit Lx then the electrostatie attraction between the vanes and Ni glass Of the bulb may be sogrent ns to stop’ the rota- 

ast curious feature of alternate currents of Weh fre 
and potentials is that they enable to perform 
periments by the use of one sire oul Th many 

respects this feature is of great interest 
In a type cf alternate current motor invented hy mesome 

years aco T produced rotation by inducing, by means of a 
Single alternating euxrent passed thruugh a motor circuit, 
in the mass ther cirenits of the motor, secondary cur- rents, which, Jointly with the primary or inducing current, 
created a movin g field of force, A simple but erude form 
of such a motor is obtained by winding npon an iron core a Primary, and close to it a secondary coil, joining the ends 
of the latter and placing a freely movable metal dis: Within the influence of the field produced by both. Th 
iron core is employed for obvious reasons, bui it is not es- 
sential to the operation. To improve the motor, the iron 
core is made to encircle the armature. Again to improve, 
the secondary coil is made to over lap partly the primary, so 
that it cannot free itself from strong inductive action of 
the latter, repel its lines « may. Once more to im- 
Prove, the proper difference of phase is obtained between 
the primary and secondary currents by a condenser, self- 
induction, resistance pr equivalent windings. 

T had discovered, however that rotation is produced by 
means of a single coil and core: my explanation of the 
phenomenon, and leading thought in trying the experi- 
ment. being that there must be a true tinie lag in the mag- 
hetization of the core, I remember the pleasure Lhad when, 
in the writings of Professor Ayrton, which came later to 
my hand, T found the idea of the time lag advocated. 
Whether there is a true time lag, or whether the retarda- 
tion is due to eddy currents circulating in minute paths. 
must remain an open question, but the fact is that a coil 
wound upen an iron core and traversed by an alternating 

= UN 
LATE SUSPENDED. 

ROTATING Bi8C 

Fia. 17.—S1NG AND “No-Wire” Moror. 

ent creates a moving field of force, capable of setting 
ein rotation. I 0 me in t, in conjunc- 

e to mention that 
in the op; 

e moving field, wh 
net may not rot 
ion to the 
ally ill 
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and allows the course, the more, the higt x the frequency 
passage of but a minute currént. Tn such a case, unless the 
econdary is closed through @ condenser, it is almost essen- 

tial, in order to produce rotation, to make the primary and 
econdary coils overlap each other more or less 
But there in additional feature of interest about this 

motor, namel itis, not necessary have even ® single 
conneetion between the motor and generator, except, per 

haps. throngh the ground; for uot only ian insulated plate 
of giving off energy into space, but it is likewise 
of deriving it from an alternating electrostatic 

ough in the latter case the available energy is much 
T In this instance one of the motor terminals is con- 

1 the insulated plate or body located within the al- 
ternating ctrostatic field, and the other terminal prefer- 
ibly to the ground 

Tt is quite possible er, thatsuch “no-wire" motors, 
ais they might be called, could be operated by conduction 
through the rarefied airat considerable distances. Alter- 
nate currents, ¢ f high frequencies, pass with as- 
tonishing frecdor igh even slightly Yarefied pases. 
Themapper stra ir are rarefied. To reach a number 
of miles out ir ice requires the overcoming of difficul= 
ties of a merely mechanical nature, There is no doubt that 
with the enormous potentials obtainable by the use of high 
frequenciesiand oil insulation luminous discharges might 
be passed'throngh many tiles of rarefied air, and that, by 
thus directi he energy of many hundreds or thousands 
of horse-power, motors orlamps might be operated at con 
siderable distances from ‘stationary sources. But such 
schemes aré mentioned merely as possibilities. We shall 
haveno néed fo transmit power in this way. We shall 

@ many genera- have no need to transmit power at all. Er 
a power db- tions pass, our machinery will be driven’b b 

faftiab any point of ‘the univel This idea is 
not novel. Men hayé been led'to it long ago by instinct 

re It has been expressedin many ways, and in 
6s, in the history of old and news) We find it in 

ightful myth of Anthews, who derives power 
from the earth; we find it among the subtile speculations 
of one of your splendid mathematicians, and in many 
hints and Statements of thinkers of the present time, 
Throughout space there is energy. Is this energy static 
or kinetic? If static our hopes are in vain; if kinetie— 
-and this we know ir is, for certain—then itis a mere ques- 
tion of tine when men will succeed in attaching their 
machinery to the yery wheelwork of nature. Of all, liv- 
ing or dead, Crookes Came nearest to doing it. His radi- 
ometer will turn in the light of day andin the darkness 
of the night; it will turn ty where where there is heat, 
and heat is everywhere. But, unfortunately, this beauti- 
ful little machine, while it goes down to posterity as the 
most interesting, must likewise be put on record as the 
et neti Giant machine ever ieee A . 

he preceding experiment is only one of many equally 
interesting eehe nents which may be performed by the 
use of only one wire with alternate currents of high pe - 
lial and frequency. We may connect an insulated line to 
a source of such currents, we may pass an inappreciable 
current over the line, and on any point of the same we are 
able to obtain a heavy current, a of fusing a thick 
copper wire. Or we may, by the help of some artifice, de~ 
compose a solution in any electrolytic cell by connecting 
only one pole of the cell to the line or source of energy. Or 

tact or merely in the vici 
pulses of the props aM 
quantity of light si 

y be produced 

connected forall C 
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FF vidi he stem 

# of equal bulk—were brought to on of the leading-in wire by providing | tt 
bulbs were scaled to ee an ‘a tube or conting of conducting mateclalis 8 

‘aSprengel pump, When a seams beyond «doubt that the eat among, ent Oe 
ed, the glass tube carrying the employ for this nose is Aluminium, on acces teat 

current was then. tui its many remarkable propartiea Ita only ray write 

it was found that the filaments — it ix fusible, and, therefore, ita distance Tro 
v 

= mn th 

ae 
BENNO 

Id he properly estimated. Usually. 

wa beeen th 
Aisrysii ett (

tr yomowhat amaller than that cf 

the glase stam, is made of the finest aluminium sheet, and 

slipped on thestem, ‘The tube is conventently prepared | by 

wrapping around a rod fastened ina lathe piece of a 

\. ited really one vessel. on minium sheetof the proper size, grasping the al ce icealy 

Tah “connected in multiple are to the — with clean chamois leather or blotting paper, ane pinni
ng 

zest of them the filament glowed brightest, the rod very fast. The sheet is wound tightly aroun’ fr 

aller, it oe ‘0 little less fright, aud inthe rod, and a highly polished tube of one or (ree Tnyers of 

edness. The bulbs were then 
|. ‘The brightness of the ft 

eG pea nent, 

termin e coil, the erecbels bane placed at thelend of thelwire, at some distasee thom it tre 

smallest bulb, ar Noa distance from it the 

qniddle-sized ae an equal distance from 

per wire, they gl i pe nee ey glowed about in 

Fi. 20,—Bunp For EXPERIMENTS WITH CONDUCTING 

TUBE. © 

2 Slanel sheet is obtained. When slipped on the stem, the presi 
L advantage | ving tothe 18 generally sufticient_to prevent it from slipping off, but. 

incandescent body theyshape of a sphere, Earreito the for safety, the lower are of the sheet may be turned in- 

reasons, In any case the body should side. The upper inside corner of the sheet—that is, the 

centre, where the atoms rebounding ‘the glass collide. B® which is nearest to the refractory incandescent body 

This object is best attained in the spherical bulb ; but it is —should be cut out diagonally, as it often happens 

also attained in. a cylindrical vessel with one or two straight that, in consequence of the intense heat, this 

ciding with its axis, and possibly also inpar- COPE turns toward the inside and comes very near 

erical bulbs with the refractory bod: to, or in contact with, the wire, or filament, supporting the 

the focus or foci of the same; th refractory body. The greater part of the energy supplied to 
ble, as the electrified atoms should i the bulb is then used up in heating the metal tube, and the 

ally from the surface they strike, unless bulb is rendered useless for the purpose. The aluminium 

ve, in which case they would prob- Sheet should project above the ae stem more or less—one 

law of reflection. No matter what inch or so—or else, if the glass be too close to the incandes- 

we, if the exhaustion be low, a fila~ cing body, it may be strongly heated and become more or 

‘be is brought to the same degree less conducting, whereupon it may be ruptured, or may, by 
butif the exhaustion be high it conductivity, establish a good electrical connection be- 

or pear-shaped, as usual, focal tween! the metal tube and uctes cine wire, in which case, 

' heated to a higher degree ain, most of the energy will be lost in heating the former. 

o . Perhaps the best way is to make the top of the glass tube. 

bere twosmall bulbs which for about an inch, of amuch smaller diameter. To still 
further reduce the aeneen arising from the heating of the 
glass stem, and also with the view of preventing an electri- 
cal connection between the metal tube and the electrode, T 

rably wrap the stem with several layers of thin mica, 
ich extends at least as far as the metal tube. In some 

Thave also used an outside insulating cover. 
the preceding remarks are only made to aid the experi 

the first trials, for the difficulties which he en- 
he may soon find means to overcome in his own 

To illustrate the effe 
are alike, only one is exhau 
very high degree. When 

effect of the screan, and the advantage 
ere two bulbs of the same size, with 

wires and incandescent lamp fila- 
as uearly alike as possil ‘he 
ided with an aluminiw 

ung 
tense heating and possi 
port of the refractory 
stem containing the | 

it 

usuall: 
it toa de: 

nomenon occurred many 
ts real cause. 

ry body inclosed in a bulb to 
on account of economy, tha 
the bulb from the source 
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4 of some size. 
y low degrees of exhaustion, when thy 
ig, the metal tube not on 

tic screen, but even is a draw 
ation of the ener 

lirected upon the tube. As long ay t) 

on is nok foo ‘ i tobe is al 

tage, for although if may not greatly coor 

till it protects the support of the refractrey 

menns for concentrating more energy npon 

of some advan! 

the same. 
To whatever ex tent the aluminium tube perfor 

an, its usefulness is there fore Ju: vit cy high 

ees of exhaustion when it is insulat 3 

pole that is, when the gas as a whole ix nor : 

and the molecules, or atoms. act as Independer . A 

electric charges. 
‘ 

Tn addition to acting a5 @ ™ 

the true meaning
 of thi 

ing may also act, by reason. 

ot equalizer or d
ampen of the 

xpi 

tion of ascree 

ore or leas etT eet 
the conductir 
its cond th 

lucting tube by reas 
: 

it certainly inust happen that some molec = 

strike the tube sooner
 than others. Those w' : 

in contact with it give Up their supert 

Habe is electrified, the clectr 

one apreeding over its surface. Bur 

diminish the enersy Jost in the bombard: 

and hence the eléctric di 
with 

ad by 

the ion whiclr the electrified tube must exert upon 

the similarly electrified atoms. This repulsion may per- 

haps be sufficient to prevent a large portion of the atom- 

from striking the tube, but atany rate it must diminish the 

energy of their impact. It is clear thatwhen the exhan-- 

tion is very low, 

against the tube is more or hi 

move; in other words. the higher the degree of exhaustion, 

up to a limit, the more telling will be 

What I have just said Be affor
d a 

Jhenomenon observed by 

Rischarge through a bulb is estab! 

facility when an insulator than when a conductor is pres 

entin the same. In my opinion, the conductor acts as a 

dampener of the motion of the atoms in the two ways 

pointed out; hence, to cause 4 yisible discharge to pass 

through the bulb, ‘amuch higher potential is needed if a 

made, I must now refer to Figs. 18. 19 and 20. which illus 

trate various arrangements with a type of bulb most gen- 

erally used. 

May 

glass st 
and 11 
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ely afer ‘into Seatich is sealed the Ie 
rotect the top of the glass stem aga 

aa i ahiminium tube a anda layer of n 
same, as usual. The wire 1, pass: 
» to the outside of the bulb, should be 

rieh ‘a glass tube, for instance—and th, 
right to be filled out with some ex 
any insulatin| h ave 

wider it 

ding-in wire 1, 
stthe heat by a 

ee 

» Among 
found that 

iS precaution / 
to the bulb, y Henn Iv 
eating by the brushes 

per part of the tube, nenr ly if the vacuum be excellent, 
necessary to operate the lamp: 

ment, with a large he bulb containing the 
leading from 

energy required Bs CC, i 

bardment ‘again: e 
the bulb is a source of it trouble. ay ns 
cite a phenomenon only too 
observed. A bulb, preferably a la 

be; 
coil, me highly incand 

iately diminishes 

where in the 
ks, in spite of 

thro 
metal at the top. The first sparks 
recalling those drawn from a 
But, as they heat the glass 
brightness, and cease whe 

ms it up and impa 
uencies obtainabl 

The case 
mndenser shunted by a 

d to a source of al- 

the non-conductor, 
| become conducting, W 
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Upon itself, the other IDO or others, being thereby “ This quality appenrodte depend jrinchadlhen neat fusion, anid on the facility. with we bwaporated,” or, generally ! : 

: sor, ally spenkin mean we by the latter term not only thet) Tot atom ut likewise of larger lampa Th, innde wa Mn vecordance with, 
Oxhausted Tnilb ole 
by independent earn 
Molecules 
Moleen lc 
eleetre 
if one of the 
Most of the ¢ 

neTAY NeEcCepled notior fra hi 
bY caaried off from tie electrod 

tM Whieh are portly the aten 
Of the posidtal atmosphere the ator or lumps thrown olf from 
composmbot bodies of 

Mis more easily disintegrated 
Pothicity supplicd ieearried off fr WHIGHAS then Brought to a hisher wempersture chaweh others, and this the mors. supon lit tren, ny we Peratiire the body is still more easily disititesrat:«1 Tt seems to me quite probs (hata similar pr ake rae in the bulb even with a homogeneous el und think itto be the principal s@ Of the disints r There is bound to be same irr larity. even if t! is highly polished which, ofc possible ne of the refractory bodies cin electrodes. Assim that a point of the electrod: tot r hts hotter, Instantly mest of the discharge passes through that point. anda minute pateh 

'S probably fused and evaporated. Tris now possih! that in 
consequence of the violent disintegration the spot attacked 
Sinks in temperature, or that a counter force is erated, as 
Man’ are; any mite, the local tearing off meets 
with the limitations incident to the experiment, wher: 
Upoh the same process oceurm on another place. To 
the eye the elegtroue Aypeans uniformly  brilli 
bac there are upon it points constantly shifting 
wandering around, of a temperature far above 
Mean, and this materially hastens the 
tion. Thatsome such thing occurs, at trode is at a lower temperature, su) dence can be obtained in the follow 
bulb toa very high degree, so that with a fairly high poten- 
tial the discharge cannot pass—that is, not a /uminous one, 

a weak invisible discharge occurs always, in all prob- 
ability. Now raise slowly and carefully the poten 
ing the primary current on no more than for an instant. At 
A certain point, two, three, or half a dozen phosphorescent 
spots will appear on the globe, These places of the glass are 
evidently more violently bombarded than others, this being 
due to the unevenly distributed electric density, necessitated, 
of course, by sharp projections. or, generally speaking, ir. 

| the luminous patches are 
ich is especially well ob- 

ry few, and this in- 
electrode is rapidly 

tantly changing in) 
va S@one smite 0 

‘that the configural 

afer that, 
n in the 
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The before mentioned dificulty did not exist, however, 
when the body mounted in the earban cup offered great re 
sistance to deterioration, For instance, when an oxide was 
first Cased in an « n blastand then mounted in the bulb, 
it melted very readily inte a droy 

Generally daring (ie process of fusion magnificent light 
foots were noted. of whieh it would be dificult to give an 
wlequate den. Fig. G8 ie iitended to flusfrate the effect 

At firstone niny ##@n narrow 
ist the top of the globe, 

ly outlined phosiio ont 
uby fuses the phosphores- 
bat aw the atoms are pro- 

peed from She s: f the 

reed with a euhy: pop 
funnel of white Hight y 

tand “tired only the 
uter ed the pate gl To thie 

ph=pl cent, ab 
phe gutlir I 

tl ove Vhen the mins be- 
* are formed, which 

ep across the globe. The 
fur ward withont fear of the drop 

falling off; ag th: os considerable viscosity: 
I may mention her of some int 

rae of these ex- 
amount to a 

noted in th 

periments, though the observations 
which T believe to have 

not 
ertitude. Tt appeared that am 

by the rapidly alternatin 
Vand maintained in that st 

in « highly exhausted bulb thanwas the case at nor 
: nd application of heat in the ordinary way 

ff Judging from the quantity of the li 
f the experiments performed may be men- 

by way of illustration, A small piece of 
® Was stick on 

tel to it in a gas burn 
between two pieces of charcoal : 
to produce an intense heat. own the 
pumice stone into a small gh button, The platinum 
wire had to be taken of sutlicient thickness to prevent 
its melting in the fire. While in the charcoal fire, or when 
held in a burner to get a better idea of the degree of heat. 
the button glowed with great brilliancy. The wire with 
the button was then mounted in a bulb, and upon exhaust- 
ing the same toa high degree, the current was turned on 
slowly soas to prevent the cracking of the button, The , 
button was heated to the point of fusion, and when it 
melted it did not, apparently, glow with the same brilliancy 
as before, und this would indicate a lower Caachi 
Leaving out of consideration the observer's’ possi le, and 
even probable, error. the question is, cana body under 
these conditions be brought from a solid to a liquid state 
with evolution of less light? 

t fus 
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energy used up in the process of 
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truth of this 
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ts. Fon experience mer 
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tential, it is perfectly safe, the shock fr 
no inconvenience. Still, such a transfor: 
pensive, and in itself ineflicient; and, cle 
was obtained from it would not be economic 
the production of light, The economy de 
ployment of energy in the form of 
‘vibrations. The problem of prod 
been likened to that of maintaining a 
pitch note by means of a bell. It shoula be so 
1idible note; and even these words would not ox 

wonderful is the seusitiveness of the eye, We 
powerful blows at long intervals, waste a good 
and stil not get what we pants or we mi y. 
by delivering juent gentle taps, and .¥ 
“object sought bythe expenditure of uch nee eS 
the production of light, as far as the illuminati, 
concerned, there can be only o; 

uencies as can be obtained 

m it producing 
r would be ex- 

what energy 
lly used for 

By the use 
though the 

PUrpose to 
V ity of 

The surface 
the frequency 
the higher the 

perceptible 

nthe eon ct with th pact cou of course, quite unnecessary. It is easy, b: a ue large bulb with an exceedingly small clectrose, cs aed 
the conditions so that the latter is brought to bright ing oes ice path a approney of the experimenter within 3 : Rite reel oa , and that the incandescence subsides 

J nn another experiment, when phosphor: 
Cited, asimilar bulb was used. Yes pain’ forisinalle the 4 tial was not sufficient to excite phosphorescence until e action was intensified. n this case, however, to present ~ +adifferent feature, by touching the socket with a metallic _ object held in the hand. The electrode in the bulb was a a n button so large that it could not be brought to in- descence, and thereby Spoil the effect produced by phos- 

et u 

t 

as intensified by 
Jead connected 

y to resort to 

experiments the action 
the capacity at the ond" 

u sarule, itis not n 
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A similar disposi fon With « phosphorescent tube ia illu 

tube 7'is prepared from two short 
Mor, which are sealed on the 

in Outside condueting 
The wire ha 

paveren wy anid passes throu 
2 be, Which is filled with tightly ; insulator, On the outsidk of the tube 7 is anothe conducting is slipped a metallic roll 

Yo thick insulation from the end of wire 1 
é He Geonomiieal usc Of sucha reflector or intensitier would 
ag U Y supplied to an air condenser show 
a we in other words, that there should nc . My osses, neither in’ the gaseous medium nor through its tion elsewher Thisis far from being so, but, fortu- 
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helix with many well insuJated turns, as 
‘experiment Fiz. 17, has one of {ts ends connected to one 
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of the terminals of the induction co’ 
metal plate, or, for the sake of simplicity, asphere, 
lated in space. When the coil is set to w the potential 
of the sphere is alternated, and the small helix now be- 
havex as though its free end were connected to the other 
terminal of the induction coil. If an iron rod be held 
within the small helix it is quickly brought to a high tem- 
perature, indicating the passage of a strong current through 
the helix. How does the insulated sphere act in this case ? 
It can be a condenser, storing and returning the energy 
supplied to it, or it can be a mere sink of energy, and tie 
conditions of the experiment determine whether it is more 
one or the other. The sphere being charged to a high po- 
tential. it acts inductively upon the surrounding air, or 
whatever gaseous medium there might be. The mole- 
cules, or atoms, which are near the sphere are of course 
more attracted, and move through a greater distance than 
the farther ones. When the nearest molecules strike the 
sphere they are repelled, and collisions occur atall distances 
within the inductive action of the sphere. It is now clear 
that, if the potential be steady, but little loss of energy can 
be caused in this way, for the molecules which are nearest 
to the sphere, having had an additional charge imparted to 
them by contact, arengt attracted until they have parted, if 
not with all, at least with most of the additional charge, which 
can be accomplished only after a great many collisions. 
From the fact that with a steady potential there is butlittle 
loss in dry air, one must come to such a conclusion. When 
the potential of the sphere, instead of being steady, is alter- 
nating, the conditions are entirely different. In this case a 
rhythmical bombardment occurs, no matter whether the 
molecules after coming in contact with the sphere lose the 
imparted charge or no! itis more, if the charge is not 
Jost, the impacts the more violent. Still if the 
frequency of the im ery small, the loss caused by 

le impacts and col not be serious unless 
ential were exci extremely high frequen 
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Nor should it be thought that the temperature of an als 
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temperature can be 
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such experiments, whi 
ciously designed, would not presé 
A question of some interest, prince 

presents itself here. How does the 

earth is an air condenes ee 
perfect on mere sink 0! h gui 

Fernie auch small disturbance as might be caused in 

an experiment the earth behaves as an almost perfect\con- 

denser, But it might be different when its charge is set in 

vibration by some sudden disturbance occurring in the 

heavens. Insuch case, as before stated, probal Lygonly, 

little of the energy of the vibrations set up would He 

into space in the form of long ether radiations, but most o1 

the energy, I think, would erent) fear in Paoleen 

cts and collisions, and off into space in 
Erort heat, and possibly, Vent, waves. As both the fre- 

quency of the vibrations of the charge and the potential are 

in all probability excessive, the en: conyerted into heat 

may be considerable. Since the density must be unevenly, 

distributed, either:in consequence of the irregularity of the 

earth’s surface, or on account of the condition of the at- 
mosphere in various places, the effect produced would ac- 

cordingly vary from place to place. Considerable varia- 
tions in the temperature and of the atmosphere 
may in this manner be caused at any point of the surface 
of the earth. The variations may be gradual or very sud- 
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e 5 + 5 = a wire contained in it. The advantage ma = that the heating could be more ert 

ta by i 
a , the process of exhaustion was the following:— & ally ‘the stop-cocks Cand C, being open, nasal a 4 connections closed, the reservoir R, was raised so far & SF filled the reservoir Ry and a part of the E U-shaped tube. When the pump was ¥ the mercury would, of course, quickly rise in ie ana ae were voles: menter & roury © level, The reser 
ie i. was balanced by a long spring which facilitated the . d the friction of the parts was generally suf- e " keep it almost in any position. When the Sprengel 
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servoir R. was lowered, and 

emptied the receiver r was quickly 

put on, the mercury was always 
‘raised above stopcock C,, which was closed, so as to 
always keep the mercury and both the reservoirs in fine 

ndition, and the mercury was never withdrawn from R, 
when tl of 
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twee be able to produce. Could the frequency be brought weet loa te then a queer system of electric distribution 

hich would be likely to interest cas companies, might be re alized’: metal pipes Alled with jas_-the ve the { the metal being the t 
peck the gas the conduetor—supplying phoaph ei 
ube Or perhaps devices as yet uninvented, At is certainly 

possible to take a hollow core. of « tr, rareéfy the gna in 
sand by: passing impule« 

4 rough a eirenit around it 
Whigh degree of ineandesoenc 
forces there would be Genside 
be doubtful whether with such impulses (he copper care 
Would act as astatic screen, Such parndoxes and apparent 
impossibilities We encounter at every step this ne of 
rane and therein lies, toa great @xtent, the charm.of the 

Thave here short and wide tube which is exhausted to 
a high «i and covered with . substantial conring of 
bronze, the coating allowing barely the light to shine 
through. A metalli sith a hook for suspending the 
tube, is fastene: middle portion of the latter 

I now 
spending the tuba on a 

ny one who would try the 

f suMlciently high fr 
ring the gas inade to 

©; Tmt as to the nature of the 
ble uncertainty, for Itwould 

e lights when held in one hand—the 
touching the terminal of the coil—quite powerfully. It 
might be objected that the coatings are not sufficiently 
conducting; still, even if they were highly resistant, they 
ought to screen the gas. They certainly screen it perfectly 
ina condition of rest. but not by far perfectly when the 
chats is surging in the coating. But the of energy 
which occurs within the tube, notwithstanding the 
is occasioned principally by the presence of the gas. Were 
we to take a large hollow metallic sphere and fill it with a 
extend incompressible fluid dielectric, there would be no 
loss inside of the sphere, and consequently the inside 
might be considered as perfectly screened, though the 
potential be very rapidly alternating. Even were th 
sphere filled with oil, the loss would be incomparably 
smaller than when the fluid is replaced by a gas, for in the 
latter case the force produces displacements: that means 
popecd and collisions in the inside. 

No matter what the pressure of the gas may be. it be- 
comes an important factor in the heating of a conductor 
when the electric density is great and the frequency very 
high. Thatin the heating of conductors by lightning dis- 
charges air is an element of great importance is almost as 
certain as an experimental fact. may illustrate the 

action of the air by the following experiment: I take a 

short tube which is exhausted toa moderate degree and has 

a platinum wire running through the middle from one end 
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pasenge through a volume of gas, if auch a thing can be 
done ina practical manner 

There are two more features upon whieb T think it neces- 
ary to dwell in connection with these experimenti=the 
radiant state” and the vacuum. 
Any one who hawatudied Crooke work must have re 

the impression that the radiant atate” ina property 
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\ disruptive discharge goil, when the potential ) 
very far ex phosphorescence and projects ; 
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alightning discharge, matter 1 «in straight lines at 

ordinary pressure when the mean free path is exceedingly 

Small, and frequently images of wires or other metallic | 
*hject# have been pr od by the particles thrown off in 

straight lines: 
} 

Thave prepared a bulb to illustrate ui experiment 

the eorrectne of these assertiots 

1 have mounted upon a lamp filament fa pre 

The lamo filament is connected with a wire which leads 

into the bulbyand the general construction of the latter is 

as indieated in F 19. befcre described, The bulb betng 

pm nded from a& wire connected to the 

‘oil, and the latter being set to work. the lime piece / and. 

the projecting parts of the fils nent f are bombarded The 

deyree of exhan-tion is just such that with the potenti! 
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CUES npn a ee UULUSULY LeSEEV ITS : = in fine condition, and the mercury was never withdr 5) awh from / 
except when the pump had reached the highest Bekrec of 
exhaustion. Itis mecessary to observe this me if it is - desired to use the apparatus to advantage. 
By means of this arrangement I wag able to proce . quick! , and when the apparatus was in 

possib e to reach the phos horeseent sts 
in less than 15 minutes, which is certain 
for a small laboratory arrangement 
100 y M 
of the capacity of the pump, receiver, 

ed very berfect order it was se na small bulb ly very quick work r ht requiring all in all about, pounds of mercury. With ordinary small bulbethoasae and connections. and 
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RIE - ee as Closed, so as) to always keep the mercury and both the reservoirs in fine alwa} 
condition, and the mercury was never withdrawn from 
except when the pump had reached the highest de 
exhaustion. It is necessary to observe this rule 
desired tose the apparatus to advantage, 
By means of this arrangement I was able to proceed very 

quickly, and when the apparatus wasin perfect order it was 

possible to reach the phosphorescent stage in a small bulb 
in Jess than 15 minutes, which is certainly very quick work 

Ry 
gree of 
if it is 

for a small laboratory arrangement requiring all in all about 
100 pounds of mercury. With ordinary small bulbs the ratio 
of the capacity of the pump, receiver, and connections, and 
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This object is best attained in the spherical bulb; but it is 
also attained in a cylindrical vessel with one or two straight 
filaments coinciding with its axis, and possibly also in par- 
abolical or spherical bulbs with the refractory body or 
bodies placed in the focus or foci of the same; though the 
latter is not probable, as the electrified atoms should in all 
cases rebound normally from the surface they strike, unless 
the speed were excessive, in which case they would prob- 
ably follow the general law of reflection. No matter what 
shape the vessel may have, if the exhaustion be low, a fila- 
ment mounted in the globe is brought to the same degree 
ot incandescence in all parts; butif the exhaustion be high 
and the bulb be spherica) or pear-shaped, as usual, focal 
points form and the filament is heated to a higher degree 
at or near such points. E 

_ Toillustrate the effect, I have here two small bulbs which 
are alike, only one is exhausted to a low and the other toa 
very high degree. When connected to the coil, the fila- 
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‘ans of the disruptive discharge, in my paper before. tl 
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ischaron oP eet Test himvyakivery oné is familiamewith the lischarge of an ordinary coil; it need not be reproduced ere. But, by way of contrast, here is a form of discharge f a coil, the primary current of which is vibrating several undred thousand times per second. The discharge of an "dinary coil appears as a simple line or band of light. The ischarge of this coi] appears in the Tm of powerful brushes and lumin- s a is streams issuing from all points the two straight wires 9 ttached to. e terminals of the secondary. ow compare this phenomenon hich you have just witnessed with © discharge of a ‘Holtz or Wims- p p rst machine—that other interesting 

ich could have been made easily, re it not that they would interfere ‘h other €xperiments—I could have 
sparks which, ‘I the coil hidden from your view only two» knobs exposed, even keenest observer among you would it difficult; if not impossible, to inguish from those of an influence Tiction machine. This may be > In Many ways—for instance, by ating the induction coj] which ges the condenser from an alter- 1g-Current machine of very low tency, and preferably adjusting lischarge circuit so that there 10 oscillations set up in it. We obtain in the secondary circuit, > knobs are of the required size 

roperly set, a more or less rapid 
sslon of sparks of great intensity nall quantity, which possess the orillianey, and are accompanied ‘same sharp crackling sound. 

G se obtained from a friction ot Figmee, — Tarr ATING 1ce machine, 
THE SPARK OF XK ther way is to pass through Holtz Macniny primary circuits. having a n secondary, two currentg of a slightly different which produce in the secondary circuit sparks 

But, even and this evening, I may succeed ating the spark of a Holtz machine. For this nx. 
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